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The control of cell division plane orientation is becoming increasingly well characterized. How these local rules scale to generate global emergent properties in tissues is less well understood. Combining 3D imaging and network science in the shoot apical meristem of Arabidopsis revealed the presence of global topological order, whereby cells are prevented from lying on large numbers of short paths. This property emerges from local geometric divisions minimizing wall length and is dependent upon native cell geometry and microtubule reorganization.
INTRODUCTION
Pattern formation in complex multicellular organs is driven by a combination of control of the cell cycle and the placement of cells within organs (Meyerowitz, 1997) . Local interactions between cells are proposed to underlie the emergence of complex ordered structures through the iterative repetition of simple rules (Gibson et al., 2011) . Such bottom-up self-organizing principles have been described in a wide variety of biological systems at the cellular level (Sasai, 2013) .
Organogenesis in plants is no exception and is thought to be mediated by communication through cell-to-cell interactions (Di Laurenzio et al., 1996; Lucas et al., 1995) . Unlike in animal systems, where cells are capable of migrating across organs, plant cells physically adhere to one another through shared cell walls such that their positions relative to one another do not change (Coen et al., 2004) . In light of these spatial constraints, the orientation of cell division planes plays an integral role in pattern formation (Besson and Dumais, 2011; Shapiro et al., 2015; Errera, 1886) .
Models that predict the placement of cell division planes have been proposed previously in both plant and animal systems (Hofmeister, 1863; Thompson, 1942; Besson and Dumais, 2014) . These cell division rules rely upon heterogeneity in cell shape in order to break symmetry in cell division plane choice. A rule proposed by Errera in 1886 states that a plant cell will divide in half through its center using the shortest wall possible (Errera, 1886) . Adding a stochastic element (Besson and Dumais, 2011) or integrating multiple geometric factors simultaneously (Shapiro et al., 2015) to the placement of the division plane further increases the accuracy with which the placement of the division plane can be predicted. These local geometric principles are capable of predicting many, but not all, symmetric cell divisions in plants (Kwiatkowska, 2004) .
Mechanical forces between adjacent plant cells exert influence over their neighbors (Hamant et al., 2008) , and these interactions can alter the orientation of cell division planes (Louveaux et al., 2016; Lintilhac and Vesecky, 1984) . Further work examining the organization of animal and plant epidermis has shown that the topology of a neighboring cell can influence division plane placement (Gibson et al., 2011) . A limited number of local cell interactions can therefore impact cell division plane placement.
The regulatory mechanisms underlying the cell cycle in plants has been the subject of intensive investigation (Inzé and De Veylder, 2006; Dewitte and Murray, 2003; Sablowski, 2016) . In unicellular systems, models can use both cell size (sizer) and length of time since their last cell division (adder) to predict when cells will undergo mitosis (Turner et al., 2012; Robert et al., 2014; Wallden et al., 2016) . The exploration of the sizer versus adder principles underlying the control of cell division in a complex plant organ suggests that each partially contribute toward the control of cell size (Willis et al., 2016; Jones et al., 2017) .
Studies examining the control of the cell cycle have largely focused on individual cells. Likewise, the prediction of cell division planes has been based on local cell geometry (Besson and Dumais, 2011) or the local neighbourhood of cells in 2D epithelia (Gibson et al., 2011; Gibson and Gibson, 2009 ). Previous work has also explored the impact of complex tissue shape and differential growth on cell division (Louveaux et al., 2016 ), yet the effectiveness and consequences of these rules in the global 3D context of cellular organization are not yet understood.
In plants, the shoot apical meristem (SAM) contains the stem cell niche from which all above ground organs are formed. Control of the cell cycle and orientation of cell divisions in the SAM therefore plays a key role in the generation of cellular patterns that comprise future organs and form the template upon which molecular events take place (Besson and Dumais, 2011; Shapiro et al., 2015) . The SAM has also provided a useful experimental system to explore cell cycle control (Willis et al., 2016; Jones et al., 2017) and regulation of cell division (Shapiro et al., 2015; Besson and Dumais, 2011; Louveaux et al., 2016; Schaefer et al., 2017) .
In this study, we investigate the dynamic organizational properties of the Arabidopsis SAM using 3D imaging and network science in order to uncover the emergent global properties induced in these systems. We show that the emergence of global order within the multicellular consortia emerges from local cell division rules that are rooted in the mechanical interactions between cells.
RESULTS

Extraction of Multicellular Topological Dynamics in the
Arabidopsis SAM Live imaging of four independent wild-type Arabidopsis SAMs carrying a plasma membrane targeted YFP marker (Yang et al., 2016) was performed at 11-h intervals ( Figure 1A ). Every cell in the first 4 layers of the SAM central and peripheral zones was segmented in 3D and converted into polygonal meshes at each the 0 h (T0), 11 h (T1), and 22 h (T2) time points using the image analysis software MorphoGraphX (de Reuille et al., 2015) ( Figure S1 ). In the instances where cells divided, lineage was established by manually performing registration between the cell meshes.
Networks describing cellular connectivity in the SAM at each time point were also extracted as previously described (Jackson et al., 2017b; Montenegro-Johnson et al., 2015) (Data S1; Video S1). Here, cells are represented as nodes and shared cell interfaces between adjacent cells as edges ( Figure 1B ). In light of the central role of cell-to-cell communication in SAM function (Jö nsson et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2006; de Reuille et al., 2006; Heisler et al., 2005; Stoma et al., 2008; Bayer et al., 2009 ), these structural networks represent the ''roadmaps'' upon which molecular processes unfold over these multicellular templates (Jackson et al., 2017a) . Edges provide the routes of possible ''information flow'' across the structural template of cells in the SAM (Bassel, 2018) and not necessarily observed functional communication between adjacent cells.
These connectivity networks represent the abstraction and discretization of patterning at a cellular level in the SAM. In this way, the topological dynamics of the processes of multicellular self-organization in the SAM at both local and global scales can be quantitatively analyzed using tools from network science (Jackson et al., 2017a; Barthé lemy, 2011; Newman, 2010) . The 3D digitization of individual cells simultaneously enables the geometric analysis of the components within these multicellular systems.
Confocal imaging of the SAM is limited in both depth and field of view. These limitations lead to the introduction of boundary artefacts in the intercellular networks used in this study. The impact of these edge effects in our analyses was mitigated in two ways. First, analyses were performed on a cellular network representing a broad region of the SAM, but only data from the central region of these cells were reported in the analyses presented ( Figure S2A ) and is much greater than that displayed in Figure 2 . This focus acted to minimize the influence of missing cells from the periphery of the network. Second, the first 4 layers of cells were segmented and included in topological analyses, (B) Live time-lapse imaging of the Arabidopsis SAM was performed over 11-h intervals. The flowchart illustrates the procedure used to extract geometric and topological information from these 3D image data. This started with cell segmentation and the registration of cells that had divided in addition to the extraction of connectivity networks. The geometric and topological dynamics of this system was in turn statistically analyzed.
but only results from the top 3 layers (L1-L3) are presented ( Figure S2B ).
Spatial Distributions of Geometric and Topological
Features in the Arabidopsis SAM To examine the spatial relationships between the geometric and topological properties of cells in the SAM, we analyzed cell size and growth using the image analysis software MorphoGraphX (de Reuille et al., 2015) . These quantitative data are false colored onto the individual cells of a 3D-segmented SAM sample across each of the top 3 cell layers (L1-L3) (Figure 2 ). Both cell volume and area are heterogeneous across each of the cell layers, with cells in L1 being smaller than those in the underlying layers (Figures 2A and 2B) . The distribution of cell growth, representing the change in cell volume across the 11-h time frame of this experiment, showed a similar broad distribution ( Figure 2C ) (Kierzkowski et al., 2012; Kwiatkowska, 2006) . The locations of cells that divided were also distributed in a moderately uniform pattern across the layers of the Arabidopsis SAM ( Figure 2D ) (E-G) (E) Cell degree, (F) log10 betweenness centrality (BC), and (G) random walk centrality (RWC). Cells are false colored using the corresponding measure and scale associated with each panel. Meristem cell layers (L1-L3) are separated as indicated in the left-hand column. (Table S1 ) (Reddy et al., 2004; Willis et al., 2016; Dumais and Kwiatkowska, 2002; Fernandez et al., 2010; Laufs et al., 1998) .
The topological properties of the cellular connectivity network of the SAM were computed and also visualized by false coloring cells with their associated node values. The local property of cell degree describes the number of neighbors a cell has. Cell degree was broadly distributed across the cells of the SAM (Figure 2E) .The L2 and L3 layers have higher values owing to the presence of adjacent cells on all faces, as opposed to the L1, which is at the surface of the organ. The majority of cells have between 6 and 18 neighbors ( Figure S3D ; for a comparison with young flowers, see Fernandez et al., 2010) , a larger number than was observed in isolated epithelia (Gibson et al., 2011; Gibson et al., 2006; Willis et al., 2016; Sahlin and Jö nsson, 2010) .
While degree is an informative topological property, it only provides information related to the local connectivity of a cell. Biologically significant ''higher-order'' properties of cellular organization-the properties that are relevant to the network at a mesoscale-were also investigated. In light of the spatial constraints of cells embedded within organs and the immobility of plant cells relative to one another, path length represents a biologically pertinent property of these spatial networks (Jackson et al., 2017b; Jackson et al., 2017a; Barthé lemy, 2011) .
Networks of cellular connecitivity provide structural templates upon which information can be exchanged and not that which is observed (Jackson et al., 2017a; Bullmore and Sporns, 2009) . Given these physical associations, communication is therefore possible between all pairs of cells connected in the SAM. The movement of molecules from one cell to the next following a shortest path (number of intermediate cells) represents an optimization in transport efficiency. Cells that lie upon shorter paths between other pairs of cells have a greater capacity to control the movement of information across systems (Barabá si, 2016; Newman, 2010) . These cells can be identified in at least two ways.
Betweenness centrality (BC) measures the frequency of a particular node (cell) being traversed if the shortest paths between all pairs of cells are traveled (Brandes, 2001) . In tangible terms, BC models the direct transport of information given prior knowledge of the fastest route to the destination.
Random walk centrality (RWC) does not make use of the prior knowledge of network topology and measures the frequency nodes are traversed by using random walkers between all pairs of cells. These random paths taken may not necessarily be the shortest and are stochastically determined by the paths followed by the random walkers (Newman, 2005a) . In contrast to BC, RWC reflects the potential diffusion of a signal through cells in a tissue, given that the signal has defined source and destination nodes. Each of these global measurements allow us to examine higher-order organization of cells within the SAM. BC in the spatially constrainted networks capturing cellular connectivity is approximately log-normal distributed and is log10 transformed in order to make comparisons with other measures (Jackson et al., 2017b; Seguin et al., 2018) .
Both log10 BC and RWC showed a spotty distribution across each layer of the SAM, again owing to their peripheral position in the network (Figures 2F and 2G) , with the L1 having lower values than the underlying layers because fewer short paths lie on the external interface of the structure. The distributions of cell size, growth, cell division, and topological properties at local and global scales appear visually to follow no obvious spatial pattern across the Arabidopsis SAM.
Predicting Divisions from Cell Position in the SAM Given the patchy spatial distribution of cell divisions and cell properties, these features do not appear to be linked to their physical position within the SAM, at least in the simplest scenario. The relationship between cell size and propensity to divide has been examined previously in the Arabidopsis SAM, with larger cells showing a greater predisposition to enter mitosis (Willis et al., 2016) . Here, we expand upon this work to understand the relationship between the position of a cell within local and global contexts of the SAM and control of the cell cycle.
Cells were split into three groups: (1) ''non-dividing'' cells at the initial time point (T0) that do not go on to divide within the time frame of our imaging; (2) ''dividing'' cells at the initial time point (T0) that go on to divide before the second time point; and (3) ''divided'' cells at the second time point (T1) that are the daughter cells from the T0 stage. For all analyses, quadruplicate biological replicates were used. Data in Figure 3A were normalized for comparative purposes.
Cell area, volume, and degree were significantly higher in dividing cells than non-dividing cells ( Figure 3A) , consistent with previous work (Willis et al., 2016) . Following cell division, a significant drop in these values is observed again. These observations reflect intuitive physical consequences of splitting a cell within a 3D spatially embedded system, notably, the reduction of cell size by half following division.
The impact of the cell cycle on the centrality measures of SAM cells (nodes) was also examined. Both log10 BC and RWC were significantly higher in dividing cells than in non-dividing cells (Figure 3A) . Moreover, the daughter cells following a division had a comparable average log10 BC and RWC to the non-dividing T0 cells. These observations suggest a cycling ''reversion,'' where high centrality cells have an increased propensity to divide, reducing their centrality toward the mean when they do so.
Having identified these differences between dividing and nondividing cells, we asked which cellular properties could be used to distinguish when a cell will divide. We used a logistic regression model to assess the statistical support for models where individual properties or combinations of properties were used for this prediction. In agreement with previous work, we found that features linked to cell size-specifically, volume and areaboth statistically supported the predictors of division propensity. Once these features were included in a model, there was little support for the inclusion of other factors ( Figure 3B ).
We also compared the classification performances of these models on the data ( Figure 3C ). A low proportion of cells were observed to divide (Table S1 ), limiting our ability to parameterize the classifier and leading to rather low positive identification rates. However, models including volume (and to a lesser extent, area) substantially outperformed null and random classification models.
Pairwise correlations between measurements were performed to explore relationships between geometric and topological measures ( Figure 3D ). Intuitively, a very strong correlation between cell area and volume is present because the cells have a very consistent height. Strong relationships between the local topological measure of degree and global measures of log10 BC and RWC are also present. The relationship between cell size and topological measures of degree, log10 BC, and RWC show an intermediate level of correlation. These results combine to form a picture where the strongest predictors of division propensity are measures of cell size, to which topological measures including RWC are quantitatively linked, leading to a resultant relationship between RWC and division propensity.
We can therefore predict to some extent when a cell will divide in the SAM, based on its position within the global multicellular context. However, this is unlikely to reflect a causal linkage, as the extent to which log10 BC and RWC discriminates between cell classes is almost entirely explained by cell size. The link between division and these higher-order properties emerges as a consequence of cell size within the spatial embedding of the multicellular SAM. Larger cells likely have an increased number of neighbors, which raises the probability that they lie upon shorter paths when viewed from a system-level scale. This quantitative analysis has shown the first suggestion of an overlap of links between local and global properties of cells in predicting cell divisions.
Predicting Cell Division Plane Orientation Using Topology: Errera's Rule Also Minimizes RWC in Daughter Cells Intrigued by this link between local and global relationships with cell division propensity, we next asked whether local and global properties had a bearing on the placement of cell division planes within the cell and whether this impacted global ordering in the SAM.
A classical symmetric cell division rule uses local cell geometry to predict the placement of a division plane, enforcing that it pass through the geometric center of a cell using the shortest wall (minimal area) possible (Errera, 1886) . This local rule is capable of predicting most, but not all divisions, in the Arabidopsis SAM central and peripheral zones (Shapiro et al., 2015) . Gibson et al. (2011) proposed a rule that looks at the local neighbourhood of a cell and predicts that the placement of the division plane will intersect with the neighboring cell having the lowest degree (Gibson et al., 2011) . This local topological rule has a greater than random chance of predicting the placement of a cell division plane. We examined whether a cell having a low degree neighbor is also effective at predicting when a cell in the Arabidopsis SAM will divide and found this not to be the case ( Figure 3B ).
We next sought to understand the relationship between the position of the cell division plane, as chosen by a variety of rules (Yoshida et al., 2014) , and the topological properties of the re- sulting daughter cells. To do this, we first compared the cell division planes (Figure 4A ) observed in our experiments to those computationally predicted according to four different rules: (1) ''shortest wall,'' the shortest wall as described by Errera (Besson and Dumais, 2011; Errera, 1886) ; (2) ''minimum degree,'' a rule that minimizes the summed degree of the daughter cells; (3) ''minimum RWC,'' a rule that minimized the summed RWC of the daughter cells (the division plane that minimizes the number of shortest paths the daughter cells lie upon); and (4) ''Gibson Rule,'' the local topology rule proposed by Gibson et al. (2011) (Figure 4B ) (Data S2). Because Errera's rule matches the tension rule in the meristem center, due to this tissue shape being isotropic and having minimal differential growth (Louveaux et al., 2016) , we did not examine division planes in relation to directions of tension. We report the angular ''deviation'' between two planes as a measure of discrepancy: aligned planes have a 0-degree deviation, and planes at right angles have a 90-degree deviation. We plotted the distribution of deviations between experimentally observed division planes and those computationally predicted using the four different rules over a set of 108 different cells we observed to divide ( Figure 4C ). The shortest wall and minimum RWC rules showed no significant difference in deviation, suggesting the two rules have similar power to predict division plane placement. The minimum degree and Gibson rules were both significantly different from these former predictions, with a higher mean deviation. Random wall placement, included as a negative control, was significantly worse at predicting division plane than any rule. Thus, in the Arabidopsis SAM, local (shortest wall) and global (minimum RWC) rules largely predicted the same division plane placement.
We next examined the deviation between division planes predicted for a given cell by the shortest wall and minimum RWC rules ( Figure 4D ). Both the predicted shortest wall and observed plane were significantly better at predicting RWC minimizing division plane placement than a randomly placed division. This agreement demonstrates that the application of simple rules, reflected in biological observations, has a much stronger than random propensity to optimally shape these global patterns.
Observing that the minimum RWC rule predicted planes close to (but not always perfectly aligned with) the observed division planes, we considered the dual question, whether observed division planes minimize the RWC of the resulting daughter cells. We verified the small deviations typically observed between planes predicted by the minimum RWC rule and observed planes have no functional effect on RWC. Topological differences emerging from divisions along planes less than 10 degrees apart are almost always zero ( Figure 4E ), and only 16.2% of planes less than 20 degrees apart displayed topological differences. Around 80% of experimentally observed planes can thus be assumed to minimize RWC of their daughter cells.
The number of division planes correctly predicted by each rule were examined individually and plotted in a Venn diagram (Figure 4F) . Each rule was individually capable of predicting divisions the others were not, while a large number of divisions were predicted by both shortest wall and random walk rules. This trend is also present within each of the individual layers of the SAM (Figures S4 and S5) .
In absolute terms, the minimum RWC rule was the most accurate single predictor for the largest number of cell division planes ( Figure 4G ).
These results show that cell division plane placement according to simple local rules (shortest wall) leads to the consistent emergence of a global property (minimizing RWC of daughter cells). Here, local cell geometry predisposes a cell for a division following the shortest wall, which in turn minimizes the number of shortest paths daughter cells lie upon. Together, these results suggest that Errera's rule also minimizes RWC in daughter cells.
The boundary region of the SAM has been demonstrated to have division plane orientations that follow directions of tensile stress (Louveaux et al., 2016) . We examined whether the RWC property is conserved in this cellular sub-domain of the SAM, wondering if global topology can be used to predict division plane placement here. The distribution of RWC in central zone cells is significantly different from that of boundary region cells, which have a greater RWC ( Figure S6 ). The RWC rule, like cell geometry, can thus be uncoupled from maximal tensile stress direction.
Cell Division Rules Differentially Impact the Homeostasis of RWC We next sought to understand the consequences of iterated cell division rules on both local and higher-order cellular topology. To do this, we computationally divided Arabidopsis meristem cells ( Figure 5A ) using local geometric and topological cell division rules and examined their consequences on distributions of (global) minimum RWC and (local) minimum degree (Gibson et al., 2011; Gibson et al., 2006) . This was done in order to understand what division rules (generative processes) are sufficient to preserve the RWC distribution of the cells in the SAM.
Rules examined included the shortest wall rule, Gibson rule, degree rule, and a randomly placed wall rule that acted as a control ( Figures 5B-5E ). Each cell was computationally divided twice, resulting in a quadrupling of cell number from the initial subset of meristematic cells. We computed the changes in the cell-to-cell distribution of RWC induced by these iterated divisions. Changes in distributions were quantified using the earth mover's distance (Vallender, 1974) , a measure of change integrated over the entire distribution ( Figures 5F and S7 ). Using this measure, both the shortest wall and minimum degree rules preserved RWC distribution of the undivided organ significantly better than a randomly placed division plane ( Figure 5F ). The change in RWC distribution caused by the Gibson rule better resembles random wall placement, but its difference from the other rules did not pass a significance threshold ( Figure 5F ). Thus, in agreement with the observations of true division planes, the global RWC property is better preserved by the shortest wall rule than a randomly chosen cell division plane. By contrast, distributions of degree displayed some heterogeneity but did not show strong enough effects to significantly deviate from random plane placement under any alternative rule ( Figure 5G ) (Sahlin and Jö nsson, 2010) . Some division rules, therefore, preserve the cell-to-cell RWC distribution more than others.
The Impact of Cell Shape and Topology on Emergence from Cell Division Rules A link between local cell geometry and global topology emerges from our analyses of cell division plane placement and global order of cells in the Arabidopsis SAM. We next examined the extent to which this link is an intrinsic property of all 3D spatially embedded systems, or if it is reliant on specific properties of the organ we consider. In other words, does any given multicellular system having shared topological properties with the Arabidopsis SAM, allow for the emergence of minimized RWC by following a shortest wall cell division rule?
In order to examine this, we generated digital multicellular assemblies using 3D anisotropic Voronoi tesselation (Du and Wang, 2005) (Figures 6A and S8 ). These models are topologically equivalent to the Arabidopsis SAM in terms of degree ( Figure 6C ) and RWC centrality ( Figure 6D ) but not in the distribution of cell sizes ( Figure 6B ). Using different approaches and changing parameters did not result in models that shared both topological and cell geometric equivalence to the Arabidopsis SAM ( Figures  S8-S10 ) (Sá nchez-Gutié rrez et al., 2016) . Similar cell-to-cell correlations between the geometric and topological features of the selected anisotropic model ( Figures S8 and S11 ) are observed as in the Arabidopsis SAM ( Figure 3D ).
As previously (Figure 5 ), we performed two rounds of cell divisions on computationally generated models sharing topological equivalence to the Arabidopsis SAM, applying different topol- ogy-based division rules. In light of the topological nature of these division rules, the lack of cell size equivalence did not play a factor in these analyses. Strikingly, analysis of the simulation outputs revealed no significantly improved preservation of RWC under any division rule compared to random plane placement ( Figure 6E ). This result stands in contrast with the above result obtained from the natural system, where the (local) shortest wall rule preserved global RWC to a significantly higher extent than random wall placement ( Figure 5F ). This result demonstrates that native cell geometry within the Arabidopsis SAM is required for the emergence of global cellular order from local geometric cell division plane placement rules.
Impact of Mechanical Interactions on the Emergence of Global Order in the SAM
Cell shape in multicellular plant organs is strongly influenced by intercellular mechanical interactions (Sampathkumar et al., 2014; Majda et al., 2017; Sapala et al., 2018) . In the Arabidopsis SAM, we found native cell shape is likely required for the emergence of preserved RWC from local division rules in constituent cells ( Figure 6 ). We therefore examined the impact of mechanical interactions on cell shape and global cellular organization. The KATANIN1 gene encodes a microtubule severing protein (Bichet et al., 2001) , which has been demonstrated to be involved in intercellular mechanical interactions in the Arabidopsis SAM (Uyttewaal et al., 2012). More specifically, reorientation of cortical microtubules is slower in the absence of katanin, and deposition of cellulose does not necessarily follow the maximum of tensile stress, meaning that cell walls are not properly reinforced. Plant cells carrying mutations in this gene are therefore compromised in their ability to mechanically resist the growth of their neighbors, which we call here a defective mechanical interaction. If mechanical interactions are required in order to modify cell shape, this property will be lost in the katanin1 (ktn1) mutant.
We performed imaging and topological analyses using the ktn1 mutant to establish the impact of perturbing mechanical interactions on the emergence of global order in the Arabidopsis SAM ( Figures 7A and 7B ) ( Figure S12 ; Data S1). The cell-to-cell correlations between geometric and topological features were similar in the ktn1 meristem ( Figure S13 ) as in the wild-type meristem ( Figure 3D ). Cell size was not significantly impacted in the mutant compared with the wild-type SAM ( Figures 7C and S14 ). However, cell shape was significantly more anisotropic (t test, p = 2.88 3 10 À11 ) ( Figure 7D ), suggesting a role for mechanical interactions in controlling the extent of heterogeneity in this local geometric property, and conversely demonstrating the role of katanin in maintaining the homogeneity of native meristematic cell shapes in the wild-type. Both the local topological property of degree ( Figure 7E ) and global property of RWC ( Figure 7F ) showed significantly different distributions in the ktn1 mutant. Notably, RWC was significantly shifted to higher values (t test, p = 4.20 3 10 À3 ), suggesting a breakdown in the ability to preserve lower RWC values. This observation is in agreement with our expectation that native mechanical interactions are required in order for local geometric division rules to control RWC. Therefore, compromising mechanical interactions modulating cell shape modify cellular organization at both local and global scales in the Arabidopsis SAM. The ktn1 mutant serves to illus- trate the perturbation resulting from a weakened coupling between the local and global scales in the establishment of higher-order cell organization in the SAM.
Altered Topology in ktn1 Mutant Correlates with Minor Phyllotactic Defects
The SAM is the site where new organs are initiated, and the order and sequential position of new organs create a stereotypical pattern termed phyllotaxis (Smith et al., 2006; Jö nsson et al., 2006) . This can be achieved through polarized localization of auxin transporters to generate local maxima of this hormone, leading to organ initiation. In theory, the topology of the multicellular template upon which this transport occurs may impact the functioning of this developmental program. Given that phyllotaxis is well known for its robustness (Fal et al., 2017) , such a defect may not be detectable and/or could be compensated for by other factors in nature.
To test whether altered topological organization in the SAM could be related to phyllotactic defects, we examined floral organ positioning in ktn1 using the LEAFY promoter as a proxy for the next initiation site (Landrein et al., 2013) . This revealed a small but significant difference in phyllotactic patterning in ktn1 relative to the wild-type control ( Figure 7G) . A correlation can then be detected between global cellular organization and correct positioning of organs within the SAM.
DISCUSSION
Complex systems, including multicellular tissues, are often defined according to the emergence of non-trivial large-scale behavior from the local behavior of interacting agents. Here we have shown that control of a global organizational principle of a plant organ (minimizing RWC) emerges naturally from the application of local division rules (dividing using the shortest wall).
The significance of establishing minimal RWC in the SAM may lie in the structure-function relationships between cellular organization and organ function (Ollé -Vila et al., 2016; Thompson, 1942) . Cells in organs do not exist in isolation, nor is their influence in a tissue limited to their immediate neighbors. This investigation of the higher-order properties of cellular organization provides a means to understanding how collections of cells function together to create an integrated multicellular system. Revealing how molecules move between all cells in a tissue, in this case via diffusion in the form of random walkers, underpins the co-operative activity of such multicellular assemblies.
Uncovering the explicit absence of optimized routes in the Arabidopsis SAM provides a novel perspective of tissue organization. Having a low RWC means a cell lies on relatively few shortest paths. In any reasonable structure it follows that shortest paths are distributed over many cells; if one cell was involved in a high number of shortest paths, its RWC would be high. Inasmuch as short paths reflect routes of molecular flow between cells, preserving low RWC ensures that flux is not reliant on a privileged subset of cells.
The topological homogeneity of the SAM may provide robustness for the communication of cells. When there are a small number of cells creating reduced path lengths across a network, optimized routes of movement are provided. However, in this scenario system-wide flux is susceptible to failure should any of the short path conduits be compromised. In a network such as the SAM where optimal paths are uniformly distributed (minimized RWC of cells), the perturbation of any single route has a less profound impact on system-level communication. This is due to other routes having similar path length compensating for any failure, for example biotic attacks and failure of individual cells. The reorganization of microtubules plays a key role in the control of local geometric and global topological properties of the SAM. The KATANIN1 gene limits cell shape heterogeneity, in contrast to its role in promoting cell growth heterogeneity (Uyttewaal et al., 2012) . As a result of this, cell RWC has a broader distribution, indicating the introduction of a small number of shorter paths into the system, while diminishing the topological homogeneity observed in the wild-type.
A potential consequence of this increase in global topological heterogeneity may be seen at the level of the processes that unfold with the constraints of this multicellular template. Phyllotactic patterning is one such example, with auxin transport among other factors occurring across the cells of the SAM. Although the defects are small, the ktn1 mutant exhibits significantly perturbed phyllotaxis ( Figure 7G) , suggesting cellular organization may contribute to this developmental process.
This work has provided a quantitative analysis of the emergent organ-level implications of following long-established division rules. In so doing, we have expanded the scale of features that may influence the selection of these rules, from local biophysical arguments to functional properties at the level of the whole organ.
We note the principles and methods we have developed in the study of the Arabidopsis meristem may have general application. The combination of 3D live imaging and network analysis can be applied to quantitatively explore hypotheses about local cell behavior, global organ structure, and emergent links between the two, in other organisms and taxa. We anticipate that structures allowing the bottom-up control of organ structure and function may be selected for more broadly across biology, potentially constituting a universal principle of multicellular design in complex life and reveal futher simple rules that underpin the self-organizing processes in complex tissues.
STAR+METHODS
Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following: 
STAR+METHODS KEY RESOURCES TABLE CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, George W. Bassel (g.w.bassel@bham.ac.uk).
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Plant Material and Image Acquisition Z-stacks of biological quadruplicate wild-type Arabidopsis Colombia (Arabidopsis thaliana Colombia) and katanin1 (Bichet et al., 2001 ) shoot apical meristems (SAM) carrying YFP targeted to the plasma membrane (Yang et al., 2016) were imaged at several timepoints, 0 h (T0), 11 h (T1) and 22 h (T2). Confocal imaging was performed on a Leica SP8 up-right confocal microscope using long working-distance water immersion objectives (AP 40x/0.8). Excitation of YFP was performed using an argon laser at 514 nm. Images were collected at 529-545 nm for YFP using HyD detector. Time-lapse imaging was performed as described previously (Kierzkowski et al., 2012) . Data were collected as 12-bit images and prepared and analyzed using MorphoGraphX software (de Reuille et al., 2015) .
METHOD DETAILS Image Analysis
To prepare the TIFF images for analysis, a Gaussian blur was used (0.3 mm in the x-, y-and z-directions). The blurred images were then segmented at cellular resolution using the ITK automatic segmentation algorithm, converting them into TIFF stacks with labelled voxel regions corresponding to individual cells. The segmented stacks were then manually corrected. These stacks were converted into polygonal meshes using the 3D marching cubes algorithm with cube size 1 mm, as previously described (Jackson et al., 2017b; de Reuille et al., 2015; Bassel et al., 2014) . The meshes were subsequently manually edited to ensure that only the cells within the complete uppermost 4 layers of the SAM remained. The peripheral region of the SAM is split into three clear layers, L1, L2 and L3, and cells in different layers were manually identified. Cell lineage tracking and registration was then performed between each timepoint using MorphoGraphX.
Co-segmentation within MorphoGraphX was used to identify cells that divided between timepoints, and was performed manually. The L1, L2 and L3 cell layers of each timepoint previously identified were digitally overlaid respectively, and parent and daughter cells were assigned common labels. This enabled lineage tracking, as well as the visualisation of cell divisions by viewing each cell layer as a proliferation heatmap.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Quantitative Analysis of 3D Cell Shapes MorphoGraphX was used to calculate surface area and volume of each cell in the central region of meristem meshes, using the Heat Map function. Cell anisotropy was calculated using the PCAnalysis process within MorphoGraphX, which abstracts cell shape into three principle directions of shape. The magnitudes of these three directions were each divided by the sum of all three components, and the maximum value of these three was used to define cell anisotropy. REAGENT -Johnson et al., 2015) . Edges representing a pair of cells that shared less than 0.01 mm 2 cell wall area were omitted from topological analyses.
Topological Analyses of Cellular Connectivity Graphs
Topological properites for each cell were calculated using the NetworkX package for Python (Schult and Swart, 2008) . In order to make different cell connectivity networks comparable, the centrality measurements were normalised by 2/((n -1)(n -2)) where n is the number of nodes in a network (i.e. the number of cells) (Schult and Swart, 2008) . Cellular networks were not normalised by network density, as all networks were subject to physical embedding within Euclidean space, resulting in similar densities. Degree, betweenness centrality and random walk centrality were calculated for each cell. Whilst degree and random walk centrality in the cell networks were normally distributed, betweenness centrality of cells had an approximately log-normal distribution. In order to perform equivalent statistical analyses with all topological measurements, betweenness centrality was log 10 transformed, resulting in a normal distribution.
Statistical Analyses t-tests, linear regressions to determine correlations (R
2 ), earth mover's distance calculations (Wasserstein distance) and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were performed using the SciPy package for Python (Jones et al., 2014) . ANOVA and post-hoc Tukey's HSD tests were performed using SPSS. Logistic regression was carried out using the glm2, car and ROCR packages in R (Marschner, 2011; Fox and Weisberg, 2011; Sing et al., 2005) . Data were treated as one complete set and fitted to a logistic regression model to classify non-dividing and dividing cells in T0. A large likelihood ratio (LR c 2 ) indicates a measurement's usefulness in making the correct prediction, and it's incorporation into the model.
Cell Division Plane Analysis
Cells were fused in T1 to represent the T0 connectivity network, and in T2 to represent the T1 connectivity network, before division simulation. 112 unique cell divisions were simulated, while the order of dividing cells was varied.
For division planes simulating the minimisation of degree and random walk centrality, or the Gibson rule, division order permutations were carried out for each meristem sample at each timepoint. This was to account for the unknown order of divisions between the T0 and T1, or T1 and T2 timepoints. Division orders were randomised on three separate simulations for each time interval, for a total of 24 permutations
Where multiple planes satisfied the minimisation of random walk centrality, degree, or satisfied the Gibson rule, the wall with the lowest surface area was chosen from this subset. Divisions were restricted to positioning within 0.2 mm of the cell center, satisfying the geometry of most real cell divisions, according to previous observations (Shapiro et al., 2015) .
To compare both observed and simulated divisions, division planes were extracted from MorphoGraphX, and the angle between plane normals was calculated using Python and the SymPy package (Meurer et al., 2017) .
Computational Generation of SAMs
Three methods were used to generate model meristems, the centroidal Voronoi tessellation (CVT) path (Sá nchez-Gutié rrez et al., 2016), Voronoi tessellation with varying centroid positions, and anisotropic Voronoi tessellation (Du and Wang, 2005) .
The centroidal Voronoi tessellation path models were generated by starting with the Voronoi tessellation of a random set of 3D coordinates within a confined boundary region (Sá nchez-Gutié rrez et al., 2016), in MorphoGraphX (Fabri et al., 2000) . This generated step 1 in the CVT path, while additional steps were generated by calculating the centroid of each Voronoi cell in the previous step, and performing another Voronoi tessellation with these centroids.
Voronoi tessellation with varied centroid positions was carried out by starting with a ordered lattice of four layers of equidistant centroids, staggered in a lattice across each layer (the z-direction). These centroids were then randomly moved in the x-and y-directions by a uniform, Gaussian (Simon, 2007) or Pareto distributed random amount (Newman, 2005b) within a given interval. The resulting centroids were then used to perform Voronoi tessellation, within MorphoGraphX, to generate a set of different models.
Anisotropic Voronoi tessellation was performed using the same ordered lattice described above, but instead the extent to which each centroid could extend in any given direction was varied (Du and Wang, 2005) . Three directions of expansion were randomly chosen for each cell, while varying magnitudes of expansion were randomly chosen for each direction, before Voronoi tessellation was performed.
Analysis of Phyllotaxis
The analysis of organ positioning in ktn1 (bot1-7 allele (Uyttewaal et al., 2012) and corresponding wild-type Control (Ws-4) was done as previously described, using the pLFY::GFPi marker (Deveaux et al., 2003) as a proxy for the position of successive floral primordia within the SAM (Landrein et al., 2013) .
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
Software used for this study can be downloaded at www.morphographx.org.
Supplemental dataset 1: Wild-type Col and ktn1 image and connectivity datasets. Raw TIFF image datasets for each biological replicate and timepoint in each of these genotypes is provided at the link https://osf.io/mxgrh/. Segmentations in the MorphoGraphX format .MGXS are provided along with cellular connectivity networks and cell lineages in .CSV format. README.TXT contains relevant information.
Supplemental dataset 2: Images showing the computational analysis of cell division plane orientation in the Arabidopsis SAM following different rules. These can be found at the link https://osf.io/ucd76/. 
Layer
Average % of Cells Dividing Over 11 Hours (T0 -T1) L1 3.1 ± 0.64 L2 7.7 ± 2.47 L3 5.4 ± 1.8 Table S1 . Related to Figure 2 . Cell division rates in the Arabidopsis SAM. Cell divisions between the T0 and T1 time points. Error reported is ± one standard error of the mean, over 4 biological replicate meristems. (E-G) Average normalised frequency of (E) normalised volume, (F) degree and (G) random walk centrality in the uniform noise models. (H-J) Model meristems constructed using lattice centroids, each shifted in all directions by (H) an amount selected from a Gaussian distribution (σ = 4µm), (I) a wider Gaussian distribution (σ = 8µm), and (J) an amount selected from a Pareto distribution (α = 2.5µm). (K-M) Average normalised frequency of (E) normalised volume, (F) degree and (G) random walk centrality in the Gaussian and Pareto noise models. Error bars are the standard deviation within a bin (n = 4). In (F) and (L), a chi-squared test is used to compare distributions of degree, a discrete measurement, and an asterisk denotes a significant difference between distributions, p < 0.05. Asterisks in (E), (G), (K) and (M) denote a significant difference between distributions (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 0.05). Figure 7 . Earth mover's distance between measurements of the wild-type meristem and katanin1 mutant meristem. Each measurement was normalised between 0 and 1 before earth mover's distance was calculated, in order to make comparisons between properties. Error bars represent standard deviation, where the calculation of earth mover's distance was bootstrapped with 1000 resamples. An asterisk denotes significance between volume and other measurement means (t-test, p ≤ 0.05).
